
 

 

THE OFFICIAL OLDTIMER 

(OLD) TOKEN WHITEPAPER 
“Making the Internet More Free and Accessible for Sellers 

and Buyers of classics cars and motorcycles” A step towards 

Decentralization of the Internet – Decentralization of the 

vintage cars/motorcycles market. 
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In the Beginning  

 

lassic cars/motorcycles lovers have a problem before the internet, how to 

find a vintage vehicle which they are dreaming about. While these problems 

were solved as various applications an end platform emerged and people 

became confident in internet usage, a new problem surfaced. This was the 

‘centralization of the internet’. An example of this centralization is the fact that a 

majority of the communication that takes place on the internet is controlled by a 

handful of corporations that are known as ‘internet giants’ and the governments. 

This means all your activity can easily be traced and hence, your privacy is 

compromised. 

This is against the original purpose of the internet and the World Wide Web, which 

was to develop a neutral network that could be used for the betterment of 

humanity and would allow every user to equally participate in it. While this original 

vision was lost after a short time during what is called the first ‘dotcom’ bubble, in 

an attempt to collect, hold and monetize the information, efforts have been going 

on lately, to regain the long-lost vision. These are known as efforts to build a 

‘Decentralized Internet’. 

C 
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What Does a De-centralized Internet 

Envision? 

 

The de-centralized internet envisions giving the power back to the internet users. 

It aims to create a world where the internet is not controlled by organizations, 

where internet users will not have to compromise on their privacy to gain access to 

information, to be able to search, to communicate, to use social networks, to make 

money and to receive various services, such as publishing. Instead, they will be 

provided by modern technologies. 

The decentralization model is based on the idea that the responsibility for 

operation of services is shared. 

Ethereum Platforms – The Future of Internet 
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What is Ethereum? 

 

 

 

Ethereum is a decentralized platform that functions just the way it is programmed. 

As explained by the developers themselves, this means that the applications are 

run without interference of third parties, censorship, downtime or fraud. 

To program the applications, customized blockchains, digital public and distributed 

ledgers that record every transaction made using a crypto currency, are created. 

The inspiration for developing Ethereum was taken from the Bitcoin Blockchain. 

But, Ethereum took the concept to a whole new level by expanding and generalizing 
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it so that it can be used to run apps, websites, and even organizations without 

relying upon computer servers. 

Also, the emergence of Ethereum made the development of blockchain applications 

quite easy. It no more requires one to have immense knowledge about or to be an 

expert in mathematics, coding, cryptography and other associated areas. 

 

What Is Oldtimers Offer? 

 

“Oldtimers Offer” is a website platform that is going to be developed on the basis 

of the idea of decentralization of the internet and for this purpose the platform 

will make use of ‘Ethereum’. 

With the aim of providing a platform to sellers and buyers of classic 

cars/motorcycles where they cannot only interact but can also offer and avail 

services (such as restoration & accident repair), Oldtimers Offer is going to 

redefine the vintage vehicle industry. 

Our approach is one of a highly innovative environments with the aim to create 

upper tier Blockchain solutions and inventions – ultimately, invoking rapid mass 

adoption of Crypto and Blockchain technology worldwide. 

Oldtimers Offer is mindfully responsible for creating and upkeeping an honest, fair 

and transparent environment. 

https://www.oldtimersoffer.com/
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A Look into the Functioning of the 

Oldtimers Offer - Decentralized Platform 
As mentioned earlier, Oldtimers Offer is going to be developed using the Ethereum 

platform; one of the most fascinating and exciting experiments of the internet 

that is to fulfill the wide held dream of decentralizing the internet. 

Oldtimers Offer aims to simplify the vintage vehicle market process by giving all 

the authorities to the sellers. When a classic car/motorcycle seller publishes a 

classic car/motorcycle at the platform, he/she enjoys all the rights and does not 

have to comply with the complex policies of market(transactions), worry about the 

distribution or share the major chunk of royalties with the ‘internet giants’. 

 

Oldtimer (OLD) Token – Cryptocurrency 

 

The platform will run using virtual currency called “OLD tokens” (Oldtimer tokens). 

Oldtimer (OLD) Token exist in the form of an ERC-20 Token. In this form, OLD is 

based on the Ethereum Blockchain MainNet. 
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 A total of 100 million tokens will be issued.  

Also, it aims to offer 500 OLD tokens to the first (10.000) classic car/motorcycle 

sellers worldwide that will register at the website platform. 

 

 

✓ 5% of the tokens will be reserved for vintage vehicle sellers 

✓ 5% of the tokens will be reserved for bounty program 

✓ 20% of the tokens will be reserved for future developing 

✓ 10% of the tokens will be reserved for future marketing 

✓ 30% of the tokens will be reserved for the company budget 

✓ 10% of the tokens will be reserved for a humanitarian foundation 

✓ 20% of the tokens will be reserved for the team (10% for the founder) 

 

 

In addition to this, it will allow classic car/motorcycle sellers to publish their 

classic cars/motorcycles for free on the oldtimersoffer.com website on the first 

period. In the future, classic car/motorcycle sellers to get their vehicle publicized 

or advertising on the platform will be required to buy “OLD tokens” (Oldtimer 

tokens).  

In addition to helping classic car/motorcycle lovers getting their dreaming vehicle 

and to share the knowledge and experience across the world, Oldtimers Offer will 
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be a platform for classic car/motorcycle sellers, buyers, mechanics and vintage 

vehicles lovers as well. 

Using the real money, classic car/motorcycle sellers will buy the OLD tokens which 

they can use to publish their classic cars/motorcycles to the platform, advertising 

their offer, and much more. Mechanics can use OLD tokens to offer their services 

on the platform such as restoration or accident repair. 

“Oldtimers Offer’ Team” want to make OLD tokens like one of the most famous 

tokens in the entire crypto world.  

In the moment, when OLD token become word wide famous token, OLD will be 

listed on majority crypto exchanges. When that happen, classic car/motorcycle 

sellers will be confident to accept OLD token like a way of payments for their 

cars/motorcycles.  

Rather than making Oldtimers Offer look for a ‘internet giants’, the platform will 

make sellers/buyers/mechanics and vintage vehicles lovers to compete among 

themselves to get what they are looking for. 

Oldtimers Offer will also bring amazing opportunities for all agencies involved in 

classic cars/motorcycles business, such as selling or restoration business. We want 

to share our token with a large number of vintage vehicle agencies. Because of that, 

10% of the token is allocated for the future marketing. It will be referral program 

for our business partners. OLD token holders above a minimum thresholder of 

10,000 OLD will gain access to the benefits and rewards. 

At Oldtimers Offer, the classic car/motorcycle sellers will be connected to large 

numbers of mechanics all over the world, which will ensure competitive prices.  

To sum up, it can easily be said that with the aim of resolving one of the biggest 

challenges classic car/motorcycle sellers face i.e. to get their classic 

cars/motorcycles quickly sold, and to create numerous career opportunities for 

mechanics, and to connect classic car/motorcycle buyers and lovers with at least 

40,000 vintage vehicle from all over the world, Oldtimers Offer is going to 

drastically transform the classic cars/motorcycles industry. 

Also, with its promising features, it can easily be called as the vintage vehicle 

platform’ paradise. 
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Understanding the Connected Vintage 

Cars/Motorcycles’ Ecosystem and Its 

Potential 

The connected vintage vehicle system is essentially an ecosystem in which each 

party interacts and collaborates through data. The classic cars/motorcycles 

industry is already a popular industry with a high growth trend. Different parties 

contributing and consuming data in the system. Data enables the different parties 

in the ecosystem to form synergies, achieve progress, and make friendly market 

and more convenient. The connected vintage vehicle market holds immense 

potential. 
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Industry Trends 

The automotive community seems to be excited about blockchain evolvement. Some 

promising new cooperation possibilities and ventures have arisen, and they rush to 

provide various solutions to the market. It is not a product phase yet, but rather 

proofs of concept.   

 

For example, Volkswagen Financial Services (VWFS), coupled with several partners, 

is developing CarPass in an effort to centralize all information about a car to a 

shared immutable and transparent database, immune to fraud or falsification. 

Telemetry and sensor data introduce all manner of possibility in what could be 

registered on such a ledger.  Toyota has also announced a plan to use blockchain to 

amass driving data which will help them to develop driverless cars. The Japanese 

manufacturer is working on developing applications and proofs of concept for three 

areas of the new mobility ecosystem: driving/testing data sharing, car/ride share 

transactions, and usage-based insurance. Other major automakers, including 

Porsche, Daimler, and Renault, have also taken steps to investigate or integrate 

blockchain technology. For instance, in April 2017, Porsche launched a competition 

inviting blockchain start-ups to suggest how blockchain technology could be applied 

to its business. 

https://www.oldtimersoffer.com/
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Conclusion  
A digital world that functions without the 

interference of third parties, censorship, 

downtime or fraud is a dream we all have had 

for long time. 

“Oldtimers Offer” is a step towards making this very dream a reality. Although a 

lot more needs to be done for complete decentralization of the internet, the 

successful development of the website platform will prove the skeptics wrong who 

believe that this cannot be achieved in the real world. 

Furthermore, the Oldtimers Offer will redefine the classic cars/motorcycles 

industry. By bringing classic car/motorcycle sellers, buyers, mechanics and lovers 

on the same platform, it will mark the beginning of a new era where the issues, 

challenges, and drawbacks of the traditional vintage vehicle industry will no more 

be present to make selling and buying classic cars/motorcycles difficult. 

Oldtimers Offer promises a more vintage vehicle industry friendly future for 

classic car/motorcycle buyers and classic car/motorcycle sellers all over the world. 

Also, it will create many work opportunities for the mechanics as well. The website 

platform is one thing that we all should look forward to and play our part into 

making it a reality. 

Risk Assessment 

 

As a new model of 

investment, investment 

in digital assets involves 

various risks. 

Potential investors shall 

discreetly assess the 

investment risks and 

their own risk tolerance. 
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